Counselling Instruction at Kamuzu College of Nursing

Learning objectives for the course or programme:
not specified

Suggested topics or keywords related to this topic:
not specified

Intended Learner Audience:
Undergraduate

Types of Materials:
Lab Exercises
Lecture Presentations
Software Application
If other, please provide details below

Other Types of Materials:
Simulations/Animations

Additional comments that would aid our search:
University of Malawi Kamuzu College of Nursing expressed interest in find OER to supplement instruction in general counselling in nursing, including: ethics of counselling, types and methods of counselling, counseling after a loss, for career, after diagnosis of a chronic condition and of course substance abuse for all and specifically the youth.

Status:
Approved

Name: Kathleen
Institution: University of Michigan
Country: United States

Comments

admin replied on Thu, 2013-07-11 17:21

PATIENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS


admin replied on Thu, 2013-07-11 17:22

RE: COUNSELLING INSTRUCTION AT KAMUZU COLLEGE OF NURSING
I shared this request with a number of individuals within University of Michigan and at OER Commons. Letha Goger, the new Digital Librarian at ISKME for the OER Commons project, found some a number of potentially relevant resources. Thanks, Letha! Here is her list:

Social Care Institutes for Excellence (SCIE) / SCIE e-Learning Resources
Terms: Text and graphics may be freely reproduced for the purposes of any personal or educational use or private research. However, the use of any text, graphics or photographs contained in this website for any commercial purposes is not authorised unless permission is first obtained from SCIE.

Open Learning: Introducing Social Work Practice, Values, Ethics
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/mod/oucontent/view.php?id=398072&direct=1
Terms: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 License

Open Learning: Health and Social Care
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/course/category.php?id=6
Terms: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 License

Open Learning: The Role of Diagnosis in Counseling and Psychotherapy
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/mod/oucontent/view.php?id=405365
Terms: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 License

Open Learning: Young People's Well-being - Promoting Well-being
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/mod/oucontent/view.php?id=397505&section=4.1
Terms: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 License

Open Learning: Children and Youth Forum
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/course/category.php?id=25
Terms: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 License

Philosophies of Palliative Care
http://library.unesco-iicba.org/English/HIV_AIDS/cdrom%20materials/WHO/WHOhtml%208.htm

SWAPBox - Communication Skills, Interviewing, Forming and Maintaining Relationships
http://www.swapbox.ac.uk/view/keywords/communication.html
Terms: Check individual licenses, but all SWAPBox resources are either Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-Share Alike OR Attribution-Non Commercial-Non Derivatives

Open Resources on Various Social Policy and Social Work topics
http://www.swapbox.ac.uk/view/keywords/
Terms: Check individual licenses, but all SWAPBox resources are either Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-Share Alike OR Attribution-Non Commercial-Non Derivatives

OVCSupportNet.org - Developing Resources and Support
http://www.ovcsupport.net/s/index.php?c=114
http://www.ovcsupport.net/s/index.php?c=17

UNESCO Modules - Guidance, Counselling and Youth Development for Africa (Modules in English and French)
Terms: Copyright by UNESCO, reuse terms are not specified - dated.
Professor Brian Perron from University of Michigan School of Social Work shared with me a great reading list that he uses in one of his courses. The list includes many public domain materials on substance abuse from the U.S. department of Health and Human Services. Thanks, Prof. Perron!

All of the 20 files listed have been zipped and are available in a single download [link](https://open.umich.edu/wiki/images/7/74/Substance_Abuse_Public_Domain_Resources_Compiled_By_UMSSW.zip) (28 MB). You may also browse them online in GoogleDoc using the links below.

Prof. Perron also maintains a list of interdisciplinary [link](http://openmi.ch/oa-journals-social-wor) open access journals related to social work.